
This campaign is about ending the ‘permanent

casual’ rort in mining. 

Mining companies have replaced thousands of

permanent Australian jobs with casual labour hire,

doing the same work, on the same rosters as

permanents but for much less pay. 

Our Union has been fighting this unfair work model

in the courts for years. 

In a big win, the Federal Court has made a common

sense ruling that casuals working regular, full-time

hours on advance rosters are not really casuals at

all. If their work arrangements are the same as a

permanent worker, the court ruled they can claim

permanent benefits like paid leave. 

But employers are pushing the Morrison

Government to overturn the ruling, by introducing a

new law that says any worker is casual as long as

their boss calls them one. This would allow big

mining and labour hire companies to keep ripping

casual workers off. 

The Protect Casual Miners campaign is about

making sure our politicians understand how

casualisation is hurting mineworkers; and urging

them to represent mineworkers’ interests in

Canberra by ending this rort. 

Workpac v Skene Paul Skene was a CFMEU

member and casual labour hire coal miner

employed by WorkPac. Paul argued that his work

arrangement did not fit the legal definition of a

‘casual’ and was therefore owed annual leave

entitlements. In 2018, the Federal Court agreed,

paving the way for other casual labour hire coal

miners to also claim unpaid entitlements. 

WorkPac v Rossato Instead of appealing it to the

High Court, WorkPac initiated a new case in the

Federal Court, in the hope of undermining the

Skene decision’s definition of casual as intermittent

and irregular and reduce their potential financial

liability for backpay claims. In May 2020 the full

court rejected their arguments and found that like

Paul Skene, Robert Rossato was also not a genuine

casual and was also eligible for paid leave

entitlements. 

Employers claim they will face billions of dollars in

backpay claims as a result of these decisions, which

is a gross exaggeration. The 'permanent casual'

model is common in coal mining and some other

industries with widespread use of labour hire, but is

unlikely to affect small business as claimed by

employers.  

WorkPac is appealing the Rossato decision to the

High Court. The Morrison Government is backing

WorkPac and employers in the High Court to

prevent affected workers from being compensated.

They call it ‘double-dipping’ even though casual

miners earn much less than permanents, not more. 

WHAT IS THE CAMPAIGN 

ABOUT?

WHAT HAS THE FEDERAL

 COURT SAID?

In response to a case brought by our Union, the

Federal Court has twice ruled the mining industry’s

permanent casual work model unlawful. The court

ruled the work was not genuinely ‘casual’ and

therefore should attract entitlements such as paid

annual leave. 
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adopt a definition of casual in line with the

Skene and Rossato Federal Court judgements,

and plain common sense – irregular, intermittent

and without firm advance commitment,

not stand in the way of workers who have been

unlawfully exploited as casuals from claiming

compensation, in line with the Federal Court

decisions. 

Employers are pushing Industrial Relations Minister

Christian Porter to introduce a new definition of

casual to the Fair Work Act that would mean a

worker is casual if their boss wants to call them a

casual, regardless of how long the employee has

been doing the same job. This would legalise the

‘permanent casual’ rort and allow it to continue. If

retrospective, it would prevent workers unlawfully

engaged as casuals from claiming unpaid

entitlements. 

We are urging the Morrison Government to: 

The Union’s class action against WorkPac and any

other current or future claims for compensation for

casuals are under threat. If the Federal Government

bows to employer pressure and adopts a

retrospective definition of casual, meaning that any

worker is a casual if their boss designates them as

casual, then the backpay claims may lose their legal

basis. 

The Federal Court has ruled that the ‘permanent

casual’ model is unlawful. The Morrison

Government should not be endorsing illegal

employment practices. Workers who have been

unlawfully exploited as permanent casuals deserve

the right to be compensated.  

Authorised by T.Maher, CFMEU Mining and Energy Sydney

WHAT SHOULD THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT DO?

WHAT ABOUT A 'RIGHT TO

REQUEST' PERMANENCY?

A right for mineworkers to request conversion from

casual to permanent is not enough. For a start,

employers can still say no. And this conversion

usually involves a pay cut for workers who are

already paid far less than permanents. Permanent

pay and entitlements must be the starting point for

mining jobs with full-time, regular hours and an

advance roster. Permanency gives workers the

security to organise and stand up for their

conditions, rights and safety.  

WILL THE UNION'S CLASS ACTION

AGAINST WORKPAC 

BE AFFECTED?


